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Summary 
 
Since the period of the Romans, the solution of the arch of stone has been one of the most used and 
generalized for the construction of bridges, in order to cross rivers and streams. This fact can be easily 
demonstrated in Catalonia and the rest of Spain, where if the territory is carefully explored, still nowadays 
a great number of this type of bridges that still resist the pass of the time, can be observed, finding in 
some places structures of this type that have been there for more than one thousand years. Beside the 
purpose of facilitating traffic of persons and vehicles and the connection of the territory, this bridges, 
even in the time when they where built, they had a great esthetical component, in form that some roman 
governors already built bridges in order to perpetuate their name along the history, due to the 
transcendence of the construction of these structures. In the same way act nowadays famous architects 
and civil engineers when they carry out their works. This could make us realize, in some way, that things 
may not have changed so much. 
 
The solution of the arch for the construction of a bridge is a very valid idea, because of the way of 
working of it. Thus, a stone arch bridge was built dividing the arch into several voussoirs formed by 
pieces of stone that leaned ones on the others, transmitting the efforts from the key (central piece in the 
symmetry axis of the arch, which closes it) to the foundation of the arch on the terrain. The bridges in 
arch, then, work mainly in compression and this is the main reason why stone is a good material for this 
use. The materials that were used for the construction of old bridges, were the same that were found on 
the near zones, due to that materials could not be transported at great distances, because of the absence of 
systems of communication like we have nowadays. This way, in the case of Catalonia, the types of rocks 
that were used were mostly granites, glides or conglomerate rocks, materials that have a good 
compression resistance, but no so in traction. This made them suitable for this use. 
 
The most usual type of arch bridges were the arches in half a tip, in other words, round arches with 
symmetry respect the key. The calculation method that is shown in this study is specifically thought to 
this type of arches. This method is called the Méry method for the stability calculation of arch bridges 
(1840) and it gives us a way of working to determinate if a bridge can resist in a proper way or not the 
weights that are acting on it. With this method we draw the arch’s pressure curve, an essential element of 
the calculation, and checking if this curve is into the limits of the arch or not, we confirm the stability of 
the structure. In addition to this, other stability conditions are checked in order to have no gliding between 
the voussoirs or that the rock doesn’t resist the compressions that are transferred to it. This way, in this 
dissertation, the calculation method that we have exposed will be analyzed, comparing it to the results 
that we obtain using an actual catenary line calculating method (due to that the pressure curve is an 
antinfunicular catenary line). 
 
Finally, and due to the comprovation of the use of the method, we will use it on a real case. In order to 
this, a stability calculation will be done for an old mediaeval bridge located in Gironella (Berguedà). This 
bridge is called the “Old Bridge” of Gironella, and it is a pedestrian bridge that goes over the Llobregat 
River and that has resisted all over the years to multiple floods that have happened. Although that in 
consequence to some of these floods, the bridge has had to be partially rebuilt in some occasions, still 
nowadays it stands on its original position and it represents one of the most valuable historic elements of 
the village. In the same way, in the rest of the territory of the region, and the same happens to neighbors 
regions, a great quantity of similar cases can be found, fact that has been very important to motivate the 
writing of this dissertation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
